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1. INTRoOUCTI~N 
All groups considered here are finite, Let G be a solvable group and let w  
be an automorphism of G of order a prime p such that ppC] G j and the 
subgroup G,,. of the fixed points of w  is nilpotent. Kurzweil in ]7] has shown 
that the Fitting Length of G is at most 3. Recently Feldman in [ 31 has 
established that this length is at most 2 if G,,. is abelian. This result is a 
special case of a more general result (see Theorem 1 below). Since 
G = [G, W] G,. by [4, Theorem 5.3.5 1, one may expect that the Fitting length 
of [G, w] should be less than that of G, but this is not always the case. If 
p = 2 then [G, w]’ < F(G) by [ 1). In general, if p is not a Fermat prime then 
[G, w] has Fitting length at most 2 (see Theorem 2 below) otherwise its 
length may be equal to 3 (see the example at the end of this work). 
Here the following results are obtained: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a solvable group and p be a prime number such 
that p%lG(. Let w  be an automorphism of \Gj of order p such that G,,. is 
nilpotent. Let t be a prime divisor of G and let T be a w-invariant Sylow t- 
subgroup of G. If F(G) n T,,. < Z(T,,.) then F(G) T (I G. 
COROLLARY 1 [Feldman]. Let G, w, p and G,. be defined as in 
Theorem 1. If G, is abelian then the Fitting length of G is at most 2. 
COROLLARY 2 [Kurzweil]. Let G, w, p and G, be deJned as in 
Theorem 1. Then the Fitting length of G is at most 3. 
THEOREM 2. Let G, w, p and G, be defined as in Theorem 1. If p is not a 
Fermat prime then the Fitting length of [G, w] is at most 2. 
First we show that the corollaries are easy consequences of Theorem 1. 
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First we verify Feldman’s result. So, suppose that G, is abelian. Let t be a 
prime divisor of 1 G] and let T E Syl, (G) such that T” = T. Then 
F(G) T Q G by Theorem 1 since T, is abelian. So if G = G/F(G) then T is 
its only Sylow t-subgroup. Since t is any prime divisor of ]G] it follows that 
G is nilpotent by [4, Theorem 5.3.51. To prove Kurzweil’s result we use 
induction on 1 GI. Suppose if possible that F(G) is divisible by two distinct 
primes r and s and let F, and F, the corresponding Sylow r and s-subgroups 
of F(G). Then each of G/F,. and G/F, has Fitting length at most 3 by 
induction hypothesis since (G/F,),,, and (G/F,), are nilpotent by [4, 
Theorem 6.2.2 (iv)]. But also G is embedded into G/F, x G/F, and so G has 
Fitting length at most 3. Therefore we may suppose that F(G) = I;,. Let t be 
a prime divisor of 1 G1 such that t # r. Let T be a w-invariant Sylow t- 
subgroup of G. Then F(G) T Q G by Theorem 1 since Tn F(G) = 
Tn F, = (1). Let F,(G) be the inverse image of F(G/F(G)) in G. Then 
T ,< F,(G). Since t is any prime divisor of ] GI such that t # r, we see that 
G/F,(G) is an r-group; in particular it is nilpotent which was to be shown. 
Let G be a group. Then 4(G) and F(G) denote, respectively, the Frattini 
subgroup and the Fitting subgroup of G. It is well known that d(G) < F(G) 
and F(G/#(G)) = F(G)/#(G). Al so if G is solvable then C,(F(G)) ,< F(G). 
Let the subgroups F,,(G), n = 0, l,..., of G be defined inductively as follows: 
F,,(G) = 1 and F,_,(G) is the inverse image in G of F(G/F,(G)). Then the 
invariant series (1) = F,,(G) a F,(G) 4 . . . of G is called the upper Fitting 
series of G. The smallest number k such that F,(G) = G is called the Fitting 
length of G. 
A p-group A is called special if either A is elementary abelian or 
#(A) = Z(A) = A’ is elementary abelian. A nonabelian special group A in 
which Z(A) is cyclic is called extra special. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
LEMMA 2.1. ([S, Lemma 3. I]), Let H = A (u) be a group which is the 
semidirect product of a normal abelian subgroup A and a cyclic subgroup (u) 
of prime order q. Let k be afield and V be a k[H]-module offinite dimension 
over k such that V = [V, [A, u]]. Then dim,V = q dim&,(u). 
A restricted form of this result also appears as Lemma 8 in [3 1. 
Next we state an important special case of Theorem B of Feldman in [3] 
which is suffkent for our results. Also we include a straightforward proof of 
this result. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p, s, r and t be prime numbers, where only r and t are 
allowed to be equal. Let H = MST(w) be a group such that M is a normal 
abelian r-subgroup of H, S is a normal abelian s-subgroup of ST(w), T is a 
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normal abelian t-subgroup of T(w), M n T = (l), and w has order p. 
Furthermore F(H) = M. If H, is abelian then ST is also abelian. 
Proof: By induction on JHI. Clearly any T(w)-invariant proper subgroup 
of S centralizes T and any w-invariant proper subgroup of T centralizes S. 
Hence [S, T] = S and so S is the (nontrivial) minimal normal subgroup of 
ST(w). Let X < M be a normal subgroup of H and [X, S] # (1). Put K = 
XST(w). If F(K) f7 S # (1) then S < F(K), a contradiction. So F(K) = XT,, 
for some T,,<T. If r=t then T,<C,(S)<MnT=(l). Hence rft and 
T,, Q K. Let K= K/T,. Then F(K) is a t-group so ST is abelian and ST is 
also abelian. Therefore M is the minimal normal subgroup of H. Next we 
show that T is the minimal normal subgroup of T(w). Assume that U = 
C,(S) # (1). Then r # t. If M, = (1) then M[S, w] is abelian so S = S,,.. 
Similarly T = T,. Hence M, # (1). If T, # (1) then T = T, in fact 1 Tl = t. 
So T, = (1) and then S, # (1). Now U(w) normalizes C = C,(S,,.) and 
(MU)/C is operated on fixed point freely by w so (1) # C,,,(U) u H, another 
contradiction. 
Put N= ST(w) and consider M as a GF(r)(N]-module. By 12, 69.11 
Theorem] there exists a finite extension field F of GF(r) which is a splitting 
field for any subgroup of N. Let V be an irreducible F[N)-submodule of 
M @ F. Let Z denote the set of all Wedderburn components of V when V is 
considered as an F[S]-module. Clearly N acts faithfully on V. 
Let YE C such that Y # Y”. Then we show that (ST),. acts trivially on Y. 
To show this let 
A = y+ . . . + y”‘“-‘. 
Evidently this sum is direct since the Wedderburn components are unique 
and Y#Y’+“fori=l ,..., p - 1. Let c E (ST),,,. Since (M @ F), = M,. @ F, c 
centralizes every element of A, = { y + . . . + y’+‘“-‘: y E Y}, so if y E Y then 
y+... +y”p-LJlc+ .*. +y”“-‘c. 
Hence A n AC # 0. This means that A and AC contain a common irreducible 
F[S]-submodule X of V. Then X 5 Yw’ n Y”! for some i, j 1 < i, j <p - 1. 
Clearly then Yw’ = Y”“’ and hence it follows that A = A’. Thus Y’ = Y”’ for 
some i, 1 ,< i <p - 1. Then the above equation yields that yc = ylpi since A is 
a direct sum and hence wit- ’ centralizes y. Then c centralizes y since 
WC = cw and (] w], /cl) = 1. Since y is any element of Y, c centralizes all of Y 
which was to be shown. 
We see from the above paragraph that if Z, = $ then (ST),. acts trivially 
on V which is impossible since (ST), # 1. Thus EC, # 4. Let X E C, suppose 
there is another element Y of Z,,, such that X # Y. Then Y = X”‘, a E T, 
c E (w) by [4, Theorem 3.4. I]. Hence w(‘~)-’ = w4-’ fixes X since w fixes Y. 
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But also w fixes X and w # w’. So Tn (w, w”) # (1) and it also fixes X. But 
since (t E T: X’ = X) is normalized by w it is equal to T which implies that 
V= X. But X is a homogeneous P[S]-module so S acts as scalars on X. 
Hence [S, T(w)] is identity on V and since the representation is faithful this 
implies that [S, T(w)] = (1) which is a contradiction. Thus Z,,, = (X}. 
Let K be the kernel of the representation of S on X. Then [S, w] <K < S 
so S,. # (1). As was shown above S, is in the kernel of the representation of 
S on any element of Z\,,?Y,,,. Hence S, < Kab for all a E T and b E (w) such 
that Xab # X. Then S,, n K = (l), since V is a faithful F[N]-module. Thus 
S;.n(S;,:y#xE T)=(l) 
for all y E T. This implies that S = (St,: x E T) is a direct sum of ] TI 
conjugates of S,. Hence 1 S( = 1 S,]“, where m = 1 TI. 
If T, # (I) then T = T,, by the minimal choice of T and then also S = S,,. 
since S, # (1) which is a contradiction. Hence T= [T, w]. Also, 
S = [S, [T, w]]. So now applying Lemma 2.1 yields that I SI = I S,.Jp. Also 
j S ] = j S, lrn. Hence m = p which is nonsense. Thus the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 
We now assume that G is a minimal counter example to the theorem. The 
contradiction will be reached in a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3. Every nontrivial element of F(G) has square free order. 
Prooj By [6, 111.3.3 Hilfsatz (b)] it suffices to show thtt Q(G) = (1). 
Let L = @(G) and suppose if possible that L # (1). Let G = G/L. Then - - 
F(G) = F(G)/L by [4, Theorem 6.1.61 also ]G( < ]G]. So F(G) T cl G by 
induction hypothesis and this yields that F(G) T (I G which is a con- 
tradiction. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let U be a w-invariant Hall t’subgroup of G and T, be a 
w-invariant Sylow t-subgroup of NG(U); then one of the following holds: 
(i) If F, # (1) then G = Fr UT, and U is nilpotent. 
(ii) If F,= (1) and Fr # (1) for a prime number r # t then 
G = F, T, UT,. Here U/F,. is nilpotent and T, is a T, (w)-invariant Sylow t- 
subgroup of the inverse image of F(G/F,.) in G. 
Proof: If s denotes a prime number then F, = O,(F(G)). First suppose 
that FL# (1). Let G= GLFr. Let K, be the inverse image of F(G) in G. Since -- 
K, n T= (l), K, T a G by induction hypothesis which yields that 
K, T (1 G. Let H = K, T. First suppose that H < G. Since F(G) < H CI G, 
F(H) = F(G). Hence F(G) T = F(H) T -CI H by induction hypothesis and, 
since H Q G, this yields that F(G) T Q G which is a contradiction. Thus 
K, T = G. Then U < K, and K, = F, U since K,/F, is a t’-group. For the 
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same reason U is nilpotent. Furthermore K, N,(U) = G by the Frattini 
Argument. Thus it follows that G = F( UT,. 
Next suppose that-F, = (1) and let Y be a prime divisor of IF(G)/. Then 
I;, # (1). Again put G = G/F, and let K, be the inverse image of F(G) in G. 
Let T, = Tn K, . If T, # (1) then it can be shown as in the first case that 
G = F,.UT,. So suppose that T, = (1). Let K, be the inverse image in G of 
F(c/F,). Clearly K,/F, f7 p/T, = (l}. Therefore (KJF,) T/T, a G/T, 
which yields that K, T (1 G. If K, T < G then we obtain a contradiction as in 
the first case. So we may suppose that G = K, T. Then U < K, and 
F;T,U=K,. So again it follows from the Frattini Argument that 
G = F,T, UT,. Also we may suppose now that T = T, T,. Furthermore UjF, 
must be nilpotent since K,/F,T, is nilpotent. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let X be a w-invariant proper normal subgroup of T such 
that if Ft # (1) then FI < X and otherwise T, <X. Then X 4 T* = 
F,(G) f-7 T. 
Proof. First suppose that F, # (1). Then G = F,UT, by Lemma 2.4(i). 
By hypothesis H = F, UX= UX # G, H (1 G and HW = H. Thus F(G) < 
F, U < H and hence F(G) = F(H) since H 4 G. Therefore F(G)X 4 H by 
induction hypothesis and hence F(G)X < F,(H) ,< F,(G). Thus X < F,(G) n 
T= T* which was to be shown. 
Next suppose that Ff 3 (1). Then T, <X and also G = F,T, UT, = UT. 
Again H = UX is a proper normal subgroup of G and H” = H. Hence 
F(H) <F(G). Also F(G) < U< H. Thus F(H) = F(G) and again 
F(G)X 4 H which gives as above that X < F,(G). 
LEMMA 2.6. t)il F(G)\. 
ProojI Assume that F; f (1). Then G = F1 UT, 1 and also T/T* is the 
minimal nontrivial w-invariant subgroup of itself by Lemma 2.5. So, as 
(T/T*), = T, T*/T*, it follows that either T, < T* or there exists 
x E T, \ T* such that T = T*(x) and x’ E T*. - 
Let U, = Un F(G) and put c = G/U,. Evidently F(G) = T*. Let 
A = @(Z’*). Then F(G/A) = F/A which is elementary abelian. If c/A 
satisfies the hypothesis and ) G/A I# ) GJ then (F/A) T/A (1 G/A and hence 
T (1 G, this yields that F(G) T Q G which is a contradiction. In particular 
then T,,, $ T”, so T= T*(x). 
If F,@(T)(x) # T, then Ft@(T)(x) < TX by Lemma 2.5 and this yields 
that x E TX which is impossible. Thus F,(x) = T and Ft(y) = T* for some 
y E (x). Then T, n T* = (FL” T,,,)(y) < Z(T,,,) by the hypothesis of the 
Theorem and so again if ) G/A I # ) GJ then we obtain a contradiction as 
above. 
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Thus U, and A are trivial. Hence T* = Ft = F(G) and B = Ft is 
elementary abelian. Also as B n T,,, < Z(T,,,), T, is abelian by the first 
paragraph. 
Let X be a proper subgroup of U which is normalized by T*(w) and put 
K = BXT,(w). Since F(K) is a t-group and T, is abelian, T u K and hence 
XT, is nilpotent. Thus U is a special s-group for some prime s by [6, 111.13.5 
Satz]. Next let Y be a normal subgroup of G(w) properly contained in B 
such that_[ Y, U] # (1). Put L z YUT,(w) and L= L/C where C = C,(Y). - - 
Then F(L) is a t-group and (T), = T, is abelian so F(L) T, (1 L. Hence 
[U, T,] <C and also [C, T2] = (1) since Cf U. Thus [U, T,] = 
[U, T,, T,] = (1) by [4, Theorem 5.3.61. Therefore B is the minimal 
nontrivial normal subgroup of G(w) in particular B is elementary abelian. 
Now CTz(U) < C,(U) = (1) by the above paragraph. Hence T, n B = (1) 
and T, is abelian. If U is also abelian then UT, is abelian by Lemma 2.2 
which is a contradiction. So Z(U) = Q(U). Put Z = Z(U) and V= [U, w]. 
First assume that B, # (1). If B, = B then U= VU,,, centralizes B, a 
contradiction so B, # B. Now B, = C,(U,) is normalized by Z(w). Also 
B, < B,. Therefore (B[Z, w])/B, is operated on fixed point freely by w and 
hence either B, = B or C,([Z, w]) # (1). In the first case U, = (1) and 
( T2),,, # 1. Thus T, < T,. Then T, f7 B ,< C = C,(T,) and C is normalized 
by Z(w). Now as above BZ/C is operated on fixed point freely and so ( 1) f 
C,(Z) 4 G(w) which gives a contradiction. In the second case Z = Z,. and 
then B, < C,(Z,,,) (I G(w) which gives another contradiction. It follows that 
B,. = (1) and Z = Z,,. In fact IZI = s so U is extra special. 
If U = U, then T, centralizes U which is a contradiction. Hence V # (1). 
Also V is not abelian since Z, = Z < V so V is extra special. Now V(w) 
acts faithfully on B. Therefore applying 18, Lemma 2.5) yields that 
j7= 22m+l and p = 2m + 1. First assume that U = V. Let X be the set of the 
cyclic subgroups of order four of U. Then X = 2”~ by [4, p. 2061. But T, 
also acts fixed point freely on X so t must divide 2”‘~ which is impossible 
since 2 # t # p. Thus Vf U. Then U, is not abelian since U, a U so 
/ U,/ = 2”, a > 3. Also T, = [_T2, w]. Now Lemma 2.1 applied to UT,(W) = 
(UT,(w))/Z yields that ] V( ( o,] = I 01 = ] u,,]” and hence v= i?:,- ‘. 
Substituting the values this gives 2”(a - 1) = 2m + 1 which is impossible 
since a > 3. 
LEMMA 2.7. F(G) is an elementary abelian r-group for some prime r # t. 
ProoJ Assume if possible that IF(G)] ’ d is ivisible by at least two distinct 
primes. Then U is nilpotent by Lemma 2.4(ii). Let r be a prime divisor of 
F(G) and T, be the corresponding subgroup of T defined as in Lemma 2.4. 
Thus G = F,T, UT, and F,T, (1 G. Let R be the Sylow r-subgroup and put 
H=F,T,RTz=RT. Clearly HW=H<G. Let V=F(H)nT and put 
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G = H/V. Then F(H) is an r-group, so if X is the inverse image of F(H) in H 
then XT (1 H by induction hypothesis. Now Vn T, = (1) since F,. T, 4 G 
and F(G) < U. Let Y be a Sylow r-subgroup of X such that F is invariant 
under T,. Then [Y, T,] <X n (F,T,) < F,(X n T,) = F,, so Y is normalized 
by T,. Hence Y = F,C,(T,). So, Y < F,C,(T,) n X 4 H. Then also 
R n X < F’,C,(T,). Consequently R n X is normalized by T = T, T, as well 
as by R. But also the r/-part of U normalizes it. Therefore R n X < F(G) n 
R = F,. This gives that [R, T,] <X n R = F,. Since R is any prime divisor 
of 1 F(G)( it follows that [U, T,] < F(G) which is impossible. 
Henceforth we denote the elementary abelian group F(G) by R. 
LEMMA 2.8. U/R is an s-group for some prime number s. 
ProojI Let s be a prime divisor of 1 U/R ( and let S be a T,(w)-invariant 
Sylow s-subgroup of U. Suppose that RS < U. Let H = RST. Then 
H” = H < G. Also F(H) is an r-group since R <F(H). Hence 
F(H)n T= (1) d an so F(H) T a H by induction hypothesis. If r # s then 
F(H) = R. Next suppose that r = s. Since R <F(H) and U/R is nilpotent, 
F(H) is normalized by every F-element of U. But also F(H) u ST. 
Therefore F(H) a G which implies again that F(H) = F(G) = R. So in any 
case R T (1 H. Hence [S, T2 ] < S n RT < R. Since s is any prime divisor of 
1 U/R 1 it follows that [U, T,] < R and so RT, is normalized by U. But now 
(RT,) (RT,) = RT u G which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.9. RS a G. 
Prooj Suppose not. Then T, # (1). Clearly our induction hypothesis 
applies to any prime divisor of 1 G(. Assume if possible that r # s. Let 
H = RT, S. Then F(H) = F(G) by Lemma 2.7 since s # r # t, so S n F(H) = 
(1). Also H” = H < G. Therefore RS = F(H)S (1 H and this implies that 
RS 4 G since H (1 G which is a contradiction. Hence it follows that r = s 
and so R < S. 
Let N = NG(TI). Then N # G, RN = G and we may assume that S, = S n 
NE Syl,(N). Thus S = RS,, S, # (1) and S, is normalized by T, and W. Put 
D=RnN.D=C,(T,)sinceRT,aG.AssumethatD#(l)andputG= 
G/D. Since F(G) <F,(G) and T, = Tn F,(G) it follows that F(G) n T= 
F(G) n ?;, < C,,(R) = (1) an d_- so FLG) <s In fact F(G) = RC,,(T,) = I? 
since C,,(T,) <R. Therefore RT 4 G which is impossible. Thus D = (l), in 
particular R n S, = (1) and F(N) = T,. 
Let M be any proper subgroup of S, which is invariant under Tz and W. 
Put H = R T, MT,. Then H” = H < G and F(H) = R since T, < H. Therefore 
RTdH and hence [M,T,]<RTnS,<RfIS,=(l). Thus 16, III, 13.6 
Satz] yields that S, is a’ special group such that @(S,)= Z(S,) and 
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S,/@(S,) is a minimal nontrivial T,-invariant subgroup of itself. In 
particular S, = [S,, T,]. 
Put Y = (S,),. If Y = (1) then S, = (RS,), = R, which is abelian, since 
D=(l). In this case let K=RT,S,. Then F(K)=R and K”‘=K<G. 
Therefore RS = F(K)S a K which is impossible since C,(T,) = (1). Thus 
Y # (1). If (T,), = (1) then T 4 N which also is impossible. Consequently 
y+ (1) f (TJW 
If T, < T, then we may consider N/@(T,) which gives that T a N. So 
T,. 4 T, . In this case T = T,(x) for some x E T,.\ T, by Lemma 2.5 and 
then Y < Z(S,) since S, = [S,, Tz]. 
Let A = C,,(Y). Then A is normalized by S, and x. Also @(_T,) 4 N. 
Now it is easy to see that V=p(T,)A -- u N,Put N= N/V. Then (T),=(X) -- 
since (T,),, < V, so F(N)T a N. If S, <F(N) then (Y, T, 1 = (1) and hence 
[ Y, T,] = (1) which is impossible. Let X be the inverse image in S, of -- 
F(N) n S,. Then Xf S, and hence X < Z(S,). But now, as F(N)T u N, 
[S,, T,] <X < S, which is another contradiction. 
Thus now G has the following structure: 
G = RST, R = F(G), S CI ST, T, = C,(S), rfs. 
LEMMA 2.10. S is a special group such that Z(S) = C,(T) and S/Z(S) is 
a minimal T(w)-invariant group. 
Proof. By [6, III. 13.5 Satz] it suffices to show that if X is any T(w)- 
invariant subgroup of S then [X, T] = (1). Let H = RXT. Then H”’ = H < G 
and F(H)=R so RTaH by induction hypothesis. Hence 
[X, TI < RTn S = (1) which was to be shown. 
LEMMA 2.11. R is the unique minimal nontrivial normal subgroup of 
G(w). 
Proof Let M be a proper subgroup of R such that (1) # M 4 G(w). Put 
H = MST. Then H”‘ = H < G. Also F(H) = M x S, X T,,, where So < S and 
T,, < T, . Put a = H/T,. Evidently F(H) is a t’-group so F(a) T U I? by 
induction hypothesis. 
First suppose that S< F(H). Then [M,S]<MnT,=(l). Let 
M, = [R, S] and put K = M, ST. Evidently M, # (1) and C,(M,) = (1) 
since C,(R) = (1) so F(K) is an s’-group. Let V = F(K) n T and put 
K = K/V. Then it is easy to see that F(K) = 2, so fi, T 4 I? and hence 
M, T 4 K. But then [T, S] GM, Tn S = (1) which is a contradiction. So 
S 4 F(H). -- 
Since F(E) r a )7, [S, T] Q F(H). Let S, be the inverse image of 
F(i?) n S in S. Then S, # S by the preceding paragraph so [S, , T] = (1) by 
Lemma 2.10. But also [S, T] < S, so it follows from [4, Theorem 5.3.61 that 
[S, T] = (1) which is another contradiction. 
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LEMMA 2.12. If X is a w-invariant proper subgroup of T then 
IX, Sl = (1). 
Proof: Put H = RSX. Then H” = H < G and also F(H) = R, so 
RX (I H by induction hypothesis. Hence [X, S] < RXn S = (1). 
LEMMA 2.13. R,,= (1). 
ProoJ Assume that R,# (1). Clearly (ST),,# (1) since ST is not 
nilpotent. Let Z = Z(ST). Suppose that Z # (1). If Z,. # (1) then 
(l)#R,~C,(Z,) 4 G(w) so C,(Z,,) = R by Lemma 2.11 which is 
impossible since R = C,(R) by Lemma 2.7. Thus Z,,. = (1). Let 
C = C,((ST),). Then R, < C, so C # (1). Also C a CZ, so RZ/C is 
operated on fixed point freely by w and this group is nilpotent. Hence 
C,(Z) # (1) which gives another contradiction by Lemma 2.11. Conse- 
quently Z = (1). Then in particular Q(S) = Q(T) = (1) by Lemmas 2.10 and 
2.12 and so S and T both are abelian. In this case G,,. is also abelian since 
G,, = (RSTJ,, = R,S,T,.. Also R = F(G). So now ST is abelian by 
Lemma 2.2 which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.14. S is not abelian. 
Prooj Suppose that S is abelian. Then (R[S, w]),, = (1) by Lemma 2.13 
so this group must be nilpotent which implies that [S, w] < C,(R) = (1) and 
so S = S,. But then it is easy to see that T = [T, w] T,. centralizes S which 
is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.15. S is extra special. 
ProoJ: By Lemmas 2.10 and 2.14, S is a nonabelian special group, so it 
suffices to show that Z = Q(S) is cyclic. Since (R [Z, WI),,. = (1) by 
Lemma 2.13, [Z, w] = (1) and hence Z = Z,.. Thus Z < Z(ST(w)). Hence if 
Z is not cyclic then by 14, Theorem 5.3. 161 there exists 1 # z E Z such that 
C,(z) # (1). But now also C,(z) 4 G( w so we must have C,(z) = R by ) 
Lemma 2.11 which is a contradiction since C,(R) = (1). 
LEMMA 2.16. Let U= [S, w]. Then U is extra special. Furthermore there 
exists a number n > 1 such that / U/ = 22ni-’ and p = 2” + 1. 
Proof: Evidently U # (1). Let Z = Z(S). Then /Z] = s by Lemma 2.15 
and also Z = Z, as before. Now since Z fl U # (I), U cannot be abelian. 
Hence U’ = Z < Z(U). Also Z(U) = Z(U), as before, so Z(U) < U’ since 
U = [U, w] which yields that Z(U) = ZJ’ and U is extra special. 
Now let V # (1) be a minimal U(w)-invariant subgroup of R and 
D = C,,,,,,(V). Then D Q U since R, = (1) by Lemma 2.13. Clearly D u U, 
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so if D # (1) then Z(U) < D and hence Z(U) centralizes V. But since 
Z(U) = Z a ST(w), V Q G(w) which yields a contradiction. Thus D = (1). 
Also I’,,, = (1). Therefore applying [8, Theorem 2.51 to U, V and w yields 
that 1 UI = 22n+’ andp=2”+ 1 for some n> 1. 
Now we can complete the proof. By Lemmas 2.10 and 2.12, S = [S, T] 
and either T= [T, w] or T= T,. First suppose T= [T, w]. Let A = 
F(S) @J(T), M=_ST( _>, w and a = M/A. Then r and S are abelian and also -- 
S = [S, T] and T= [T, @I. Thus 1 SI = ]S,,ip by Lemma 2.1. On the other 
hand 1 SI = ] 01 I SW ] by Lemma 2.16. Therefore I aI= 1 SW]“- ‘. Now S n A = 
@(S)=Z(S)< S,,. Also, /Zl= 2, )Uj = 2*“+’ and p= 2” + 1. Let 
I S,,,l = 2”. Now substituting these values in the above equality we get 2*” = 
2(*-l’*” which yields 2n = (m - 1) 2”. Then m - 1 < 1 since 2n < 2”. If 
m - 1 = 0 then n = 0 which is impossible by Lemma 2.16. So m - 1 = 1 and 
m = 2. Then jS,( = 2* = 4 and hence S, is abelian. But S’ = Z(S) < S, so 
S, Q S. Clearly then [S, w] centralizes S,. and so S,. ,< Z(S) which is 
another contradiction since IZ(S)l = 2 < 4 = I S,.I. If T = T,,. then we obtain 
a similar contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Proof of Theorem 2. We use induction on G. Assume that G is a 
minimal counterexample to the theorem of minimal order. Let H = G(w) be 
the split extension of G by w. Let G* = [G, w] Then G* (1 G. Also 
G = G*G,. by [4, Theorem 5.3.5). If G* < G then G* =F,(G*) by 
induction hypothesis since G* = (G*)* by [4, Theorem 5.3.61 which is a 
contradiction. Thus G* = G. 
Assume if possible that Q(G) # (1). Let G= G/@(G). Then G = F,(G) 
since I GI < I G]. But F(G) = F(G/@(G)) = F(G)/@(G) by [4, Theorem 6.1.61, 
so G/F(G) = (G/@(G)/F(G)/@(G)) g G/E(G) and hence G/F(G) is nilpotent 
which is a contradiction. Thus @(G) = (1). Then also @(R’(G)) = (1) since 
@(F(G)) < Q(G). So, F(G) is elementary abelian of square-free exponent. 
Suppose G has two distinct w-invariant minimal normal subgroups X and 
Y such that Xf (1) # Y. Then G/X= F,(G/X) and G/Y = F,(G/Y) by 
induction hypothesis, so then G/X x G/Y = F,(G/X x G/Y). But since G is 
embedded in G/X x G/Y, then also G = F,(G) which is impossible. So G has 
a unique w-invariant minimal normal subgroup. In particular F(G) is an 
elementary abelian r-group for some prime number r. Let M=F(G). Then 
any r’-element of G must be contained in Fz(G) by Theorem 1, so G/F,(G) 
is an r-group which implies that G = F,(G). 
Let U be a w-invariant Hall r’-subgroup of G. Then U is nilpotent. Let R 
be a w-invariant Sylow r-subgroup of N,Ju>. Then G = F,(G) R*. There 
exists a Sylow q-subgroup Q of U such that [Q, R *] 4 M since F,(G) # G. 
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Let K = MQR. Assume that K < G. Then I(* = F,(K*) by induction 
hypothesis. Hence R * < F,(K*) ,< F,(K) since K* 4 K. But also 
Q <F,(K). So, [R *, Q] <F(K) f7 Q = (1) since F(K) is an r-group and R 
normalizes Q which is a contradiction. Thus it follows that G = K = MQR. 
Let D = Mn R. Then D = C,(Q). Also D 4 H since D U QR(w) and M 
is abelian. Let Z? = H/D.-By induction hypothesis G = F,(C). Let B be the 
inverse image in G of F(G). Then [Q, R ] < B n Q = Q, . Evidently Q, # ( 1) 
since F,(G) # G. But since M < B, [Q,, M] <D < C,%,(Q) and this implies 
that [Q,, M] = (1) by [4, Theorem 5.3.61 which is a contradiction since 
M = C,(M). Thus D = (1). Then in particular R = R *. 
Now assume that M contains a proper subgroup X # (1) which is normal 
inH.LetK=XQR.ClearlyXR<MRsinceMnR=(l)soK<G.Then 
as before R, Q <F,(K) and so [R, Q] <F(K) f7 Q = (1) which is a 
contradiction. Thus M = F(G) is the unique w-invariant nontrivial minimal 
normal subgroup of G. 
Let X be an R(w)-invariant proper subgroup of Q. Let K = MXR. Since 
K<G then as before [X,R]<F(K)nX=(l) and so [X,R]=(l). SO the 
Hall-Higman Reduction [6, III. 13.5 Satz ] yields that Q is a special group 
such that Q/@(Q) is a nontrivial minimal R(w)-group. In the same way it 
can be shown that if Y is a proper w-invariant subgroup of R then 
Y*<C,(Q)=(l) and so Y=Y,.. Thus, R is a special group such that 
R,= @(R) by [6, 111.13.5 Satz]. 
Suppose that R, # (1). Then B = C,(R,,.) is normalized by R(w). Also 
B f Q since C,(Q)= (l), so B = Q(Q). Let A = QR(w) and -- 
2=,4/@(Q) Q(R). Then (QR),,, = (1) since R,. < @(R) and Q,. <B = Q(Q) 
so QR is nilpotent which is a contradiction. Thus R ,I‘ = (1) and R is abelian. 
Now it can be shown as in Lemma 2.13 that M,. = (l), since 
@(R) = R,= (1) and @(Q) = C,(R). Then also Q is not abelian. In 
particular Z(Q) < Q,. If there exists 1 # z E Z(Q) such that C,(z) # (I), 
then C,(z) = M since C,(z) 4 H, which is impossible. This implies that 
Z(Q) is cyclic and so Q is extra special. 
Now as in Lemma 2.16 we choose a nontrivial minimal Q(w)-invariant 
subgroup V of M. Then C,,,,,,(V) = (1). Also I’,,, = (1). So now again 
applying [8, Theorem 2.51 yields that p = 2” + 1 for some n > 1 which is a 
contradiction since p is not a Fermat prime and so the proof of the theorem 
is complete. 
We give below an example which shows that the above result is best 
possible. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
a=[; !y, b=[ _9 J, c=[f ;I 
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be 2 x 2 matrices with entries in F = GF(5). Then Q = (a, 6) is a quaternion 
group of order 8 and c normalizes Q. Also O(c) = 3. Let H = Q(c). Let 
V= F x F be the vector space on which H act naturally. It is easy to check 
that V, = (0) and no one dimensional subspace of V is invariant under Q so, 
as an additive group, V containts no nontrivial proper Q(c)-invariant 
subgroup. Let K = VH be the semidirect product of V by H. Then 
K, n (VQ) is a 2-group since V, = (0). Let C, be a cyclic group of order 2. 
Let L = C, wrK be the wreath product of C, by K. Let B denote the base 
group. Then L = BK. Let M= [B, V] and let Y = MK = M(VQ(c)). Now 
put G = MVQ. Then G, is a 2-group since M and (VQ), are 2-groups. 
Clearly, Q = [Q, c] since Q = [Q, c] Q, and Q, = Z(Q) < [Q, c]. Also 
V= [V, c] since V, = (0). Thus VQ < [G, c]. Then M = [M, V] < [G, c]. So 
G= [G,c]. Let A =F(G). Then M,<A. QnA = (1) since Q is faithful on 
V. Also, VnA has order at most 5 and since it is invariant under Q(c), it 
must be trivial. Thus F(G) = M. Clearly, G/M is not nilpotent. Therefore 
F,(G) # G. (I heard this example the first time from B. Hartley.) 
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